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this conscious discipline of workers and peasants, our task is
hopeless." Continuing, he said, " Before you is the problem of
construction, and you can only solve it when you have mastered
all modern knowledge, when you know how to turn Com-
munism from ready-made parrot formulas, from advice, recipes,
prescriptions, programmes, into that living thing which will
unite your immediate work; to make use of Communism as a
guide to your practical life." Pistrak takes the text, " To make
Communism a living guide for practical work, that is the funda-
mental way to an intelligent, conscious discipline," for discus-
sion of the whole question of discipline. He says, " The educa-
tional problem of the school consists in this: to turn Lenin's
directions into living activity, to use them as a guide for prac-
tical work. That means that the problem of creating an intelli-
gent conscious discipline can only be approached from the point
of view of Communist morals, from the point of view of the
struggle for, and the attainment of, Communism. This means
that every step in the struggle for discipline must be a step
towards Communist upbringing. Herein lies the c consciousness '
in discipline. . . . The fight for a conscious  discipline is a
fight which is politically significant. Hooliganism, disorderliness,
etc., in the school must be regarded as a reflection of the struggle
of the class enemy forces which are trying to prevent the
establishment of proletarian, Socialist discipline in our life, in
our economy, in production, and in work. The sabotage which
was organised by the kulaks, particularly in the Kuban district,
in the autumn was reflected in the schools. There was a great
increase of hooliganism, window-breaking, insubordination, etc.
In Kjib&n villages there was a sharp fall in attendance in the
schools. This was one of the most widespread forms of struggle
against the Soviet school...» The fight for a conscious discipline
has a political meaning."
It is obvious from the above that discipline in school has a
purpose other than merely the development of the individual.
It bas a definitely social purpose. The type of discipline will,
tfee^fore, be a result of the conditions of the body politic of the

